
The dedicated Price Verifier

The Shuttle SG-15 is an entry level, small and attractive price checker.

The Shuttle features the latest technology. Interfacing is either through

Wireless RF or hard wired Ethernet. The bright display has, depending on the

font set, 3 or 5 lines and can display up to 20 characters per line. There is a

choice of bar code scanners between the low cost single scan line CCD scanner

or the high performance 20 scan lines laser scanner. Because of its size and

the sympathetic good looks the Shuttle can be installed anywhere in a store,

including on the shelves. This flexibility of installation is enhanced by the optional

Power-over-Ethernet. The three available standard colours also greatly help to

fit most interiors.

SHUTTLE SG - 15



General information
The Scantech-ID Shuttle SG-15 is the latest product developed by the company that has more than 10 years
of experience in the field of customer information systems. Today we offer a choice of scanner (CCD single
line or laser 20 omni directional lines), a choice of colour (Silver, Black or Red) and a choice of interface
(WiFi or LAN).

Quality and Durability
The Shuttle comes with the same top quality as all other Scantech-ID products. So at a very competitive price
the same quality and performance of more expensive products is available. Due to the high MTBF times of
every component a long and service free operation time is secured.

Flexibility
The size of 180mm (height), 132mm (width) and 95mm (depth), makes the Scantech-ID Shuttle small
enough to be installed in larger numbers per store. Even when mounted on a shelf it will not block products
on display. The bright display makes it easy to read prices and product information.

Connectivity
The Shuttle comes standard with an easy-to-use configuration tool. A customized application program, not
supplied by Scantech-ID, is necessary for retailers to operate the SG-15 in their specific environment.

Display High-bright blue-white display with 128x64

pixels (70x40 mm) Two proportional font sets

Interfacing Standard Ethernet, protocols: UDP,

TCP Client, TCP Server Optional WiFi IEEE 802.11b

with WEP128 encryption through Scantech-ID supplied

PCMCIA card Powering Standard Mains PSU 100-

240 VAC Optional PoE, Power Over Ethernet (IEEE 802.af)

Physical installation Easy-to-mount Click-and-go

installation. Dimensions depth 95 mm, width 132

mm height 175 mm, weight 0.80 kg Scanner Spica,

high performance omni-directional scan/engine 20 scan

lines 1350 scans/sec. Depth of Field (DoF) 200 mm / 8” 

Barcode decoding EAN/ UPC/JAN: EAN-8 and

EAN-13 UPC-A and UPC-E, JAN-8 and JAN-13, 2 and 5 digit

add-on, Interleaved 2 of 5, Code 128, Code 39, Codabar,

Code 93, MSI/Plessey. Bar code reconstruction software

Alternative Scanner CCD single line Scan Engine

270 scans/sec. Software tools User-friendly

SG-15 Configuration and Update tool, Easy and remote

(tftp) firmware upgrade, Free application software plus

Ethernet driver.

Specifications may change without prior notice.
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